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ABSTRACT
For a general set transt(lrmatlOn R between two measure spaces. we define the rearrangement of a
measurable functIOn by means of the Layer's cake t(lrmula. We study some functIOnal properties of the
Lorentz spaces defined m terms ofR. glvmg a umfied approach to the claSSical rearrangement. Stemer's
symmetnzatlon. the multidimensIOnal case. and the discrete settmg of trees.
1 INTRODUCTION
Given two measure spaces (X. I;x. [.1) and (Y. I;y. v) we consider a general
set transformation R : I;x --+ I;y. We denote by fk the rearrangement of a
[.1-measurable function f with respect the transformation R by means of the ""Layer
cake formula" (see [13]):
"0
(1) fk(Y) = fXRI{XEX I/IXII >Ijl(y)dt.
o
whenever it defines a v-measurable function on Y.
For Y = (0. CXJ) and R the transformation defined by R(E) = (O.IEI), where lEI
denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set E E I;x, we have that fk = f*, the usual
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decreasing rearrangement of a measurable function f defined on X, which we will
refer as the classical case (see [5] for more information).
Formula (1) has been used recently to define the rearrangement of functions
with respect to some order in very different contexts: in [10,11] a new decreasing
rearrangement is defined for functions on homogeneous trees and in [4] a multidi-
mensional rearrangement is considered for functions on lR" .
The work is organized as follows: in Section 2 we develop the main results
concerning general rearrangements from a measure theoretical point of view. In
Section 3 we introduce the weighted Lorentz spaces associated to this general kind
oftransformations and also we review some functional properties for these spaces in
two known contexts: the multidimensional rearrangement and the rearrangement on
homogeneous trees, completing the characterization of normability already proved
in [4,10]. The theory that we develop allows us to unify and extend these kind
of results to two kind of preserving measures rearrangements that appear very
frequently in applications: Steiner's symmetrization and spherical rearrangements.
2 GENERAL REARRANGEMENT TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section, we review how the basic results, well-known in the classical theory,
actually imply some a priori assumptions on R which, in many cases, turn out
to be equivalent statements. From (1), we observe that the rearrangement of a
function is a non degenerate transformation; that is, f =1= 0 implies fk =1= 0, if there
exists F E I;y with v(F) > 0 such that a.e. Y E F, there exists A y E (0. CXJ), with
positive Lebesgue measure, such that Y E ntEAvR[lfl> t). It is clear from the
definitions that having a non degenerate transformation implies that v(R(0)) > 0,
or v(R(E)) > 0 if (dE) > O. The reverse property is also true if R is a monotone
transformation, in the sense that E C F implies R(E) c R(F).
To show that more conditions, like monotonicity, are necessary to have a non
degenerate transformation, let us consider the following counterexample: assume
that X is a subset oflR" offinite measure and Y = (0. CXJ), with R(E) = (lEI. 21EI)
(here lEI denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set E C X), which is not a monotone
rearrangement. An easy application of the Layer's cake formula shows that fk (t) =
1* (t /2) - 1* (t), where 1* denotes the usual rearrangement of f with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. We deduce then that any constant function f has fk(y) == 0,
and so the transformation R is degenerate, although in this case, v(R(E)) > 0 if
fl(E) > O.
Remark 2.1. A simple non-negative function f can be written as f(x) =
Lf=lbkXFk(X), with (bk)k > 0 and (FklI:(k:(N an increasing sequence of sets. In
this case, (1) gives us that
N
(2) fk(Y) = I)kXRIFkl(Y)' a.e. Y E Y.
k=l
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f
c
c
provided that the transformation R satisfies v(R(0)) = O. In fact, this condition is
necessary for (2) to hold. Thus, from now on, we will always assume that v(R(0)) =
0, and hence (XA)'k = XRIAI, a.e., for all A E I;x.
Also, assuming in addition that R is a monotone transformation on I;x, for
f(x) = L~=l a;XEj (x). with al > a2 > ... > aN > 0 and E, n E; = 0, i -=I- j, then
N
fk(Y) = La;XRIFj I\RIFj_ll(Y)' a.e. Y E Y.
;=1
where F; = Uk=l Ek, and Fo = 0.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose f. g are measurable functions on X, and R is a monotone
transformation.
(a) If Igl ~ If I a.e., then g~ ~ fk·
(b) Uk > t) ~ R[lfl > t) ~ Uk ~ t).
(c) (lfIP)'k = Uk)P, 0 < P < CXJ.
Proof. (a) is a consequence of the monotonicityproperty on R, because iflgl ~ If I
then XRIlgl >11 ~ XRllfl >11 and hence g~ ~ fk·
To show (b), fix Y E Y such that fk (y) > t, which is equivalent to
"0! XRllfl>'I(y)ds >t.
o
Then,l[sE(O.CXJ): yER(lfl >s))1 >t;i.e.,thereissy >0 such that
(O.t+Sy)C[SE(O.CXJ): yER(lfl >s)).
and hence y E R(lfl > t). Therefore, we have proved that:
(3) Uk > t) ~ R[lfl > t).
On the other hand, since y E R(lfl > t) then y E R(lfl > s). Vs E [0. t] and hence
fk(y) ~ t. Therefore,
(4) R[lfl > t) ~ Uk ~ t).
To see (c), we use (3) and obtain
"0 "0
(lfIP)'kCr)= ! XRllfIP>tlCr)dt=p! tp-1XRllfl>ll(x)dt
o 0
"0 f-k IX1
~p !tP-1XU-k>lj(X)dt=P ! tp-1dt=Uk)p(x).
o 0
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On the other hand, the inclusion (4) establishes the reverse inequality
"0
(1IIP)'k(x) = p f t p- 1XRllfl >tI(x)dt
o
"0 f R1X1
~p ftP-IX{fR~t}Cr)dt=p f tp-1dt=Uk)P(X). D
o 0
Definition 2.3. We will say that the transformation R satisfies the Fatou property
if for every increasing sequence of positive measurable functions III converging to
I, {J-a.e., we have that also UIl)'k converges increasingly to U)'k, v-a.e.
The following lemma proves that the Fatou property is equivalent to the fact that
the transformation R preserves increasing sequences of sets. The notation (A j) j t
A used below means that A j C Aj+l, and A = Uj A j .
Proposition 2.4. Let (X. I;x. {J) and (Y. I;y. v) he two measure spaces and R:
I;x ---+ I;y. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) R satisfies the Fatou property.
(b) For evel)' increasing sequence of sets (A j) j t A, (R(A j)) j t R(A). In partic-
ulm; R is monotone.
(c) For I and h" 11 ~ 1, measurable flllictions on X,
III ~ liminflh,l -=? fk ~ liminf(h, )'k.
11 --+ C'0 11 --+ C'0
Proof. First, assume that R satisfies the Fatou property. The condition (A j) j t A
is equivalent to XIAj I(X) t XA Cr) for every x E X and hence, using (2)
(XAj)'k(y) = XRIAj I(Y) t XRIAI(Y)'
To prove that condition (b) implies (c), we define for a fixed 'A ~ 0,
E:= [x: II(x)1 > 'A). E Il := [x: Ih,(x)1 > 'A) (11 = L 2.... ).
Clearly, E C Um>l nll>mEll and hence, using (b),
~ ~
This inclusion implies that, for Y E Y,
XRIEI(Y) ~ liminfXRIEnl(Y)'
1/--+('0
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-k I
-k~t}Cr)dt=p
j l,
l ~
R(E) S; R( U(n Ell) ) = U R( n Ell)
m~l Il~m m~l Il~m
S; U nR(EIl ) = lilI},infR(EIl ).
m~lll~m
infXRIEIlI(Y)'
and then, using (1) and Fatou's lemma
Finally, it is easy to see that (c) implies that R is monotone. Now consider f; t f.
On the one hand, by Lemma 2.2, (j;)R ~ IT? so that lim sup; (j;)R ~ IT?' and by
hypothesis, IT? ~ liminf; (j;)R' which proves (a). D
Theorem 2.5. Let R he a set transformation hefYl'een fYl'o measure spaces
(x. I;x. f.1) and (Y. I;y. v). Assume that R satisfies the Fatou pmperty. Then, the
following are equivalent conditions:
(a) f.1(A n B) ~ v(R(A) n R(B) ),for evel)' A. BE I;x.
(b) j~ f df.1 ~ JRIAI IT? dv, for evel)' non-negative measurahle function f on x,
and A E I;x.
(c) For evel)' non-negative measurahleflllictions f and g on X,
(5) f fgdf.1 ~ fIRg~ dv.
x y
Proof. Let us assume (a). Using the Fatou property, it is enough to prove (b) just
for a simple function of the form
N
f(x) = I.>; XE
j
(x). with (b;); > 0 and E; an increasing sequence of sets.
;=1
since we can always find a sequence (Sk)k of simple functions such that 0 ~ (Sl)R ~
... ~ (Sk)R ~ IT? and (Sk)R(Y) ---+ IT?(Y)' as k ---+ (x), a.e. Y E Y.
Then,
N Nf fdf.1=Lb;f.1(AnE;)~Lb;v(R(A)nR(E;))
A ;=1 ;=1
N
= Lb; f XRIE j I(y)dv(y) = f IT? dv.
;=1 RIAl RIAl
To prove (c) assuming (b), we can also suppose f(x) = L~=l a;XE
j
(x), a; > 0 and
E; an increasing sequence of sets. Then, by (b),
N Nf fgdf.1 = La;f gdf.1 ~ La; f g~dv
X ;=1 E
j
;=1 RIE
j
I
N
= fLa;XRIE
j
I(y)g~(y)dv = f IT?(y)g~(y)dv.
y ;=1 y
Finally if we take f = XA and g = XB in condition (c) we obtain (a). D
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fk ~ lim inf( h, )'k .
11----*('0
'k fk 'k fk,
fk 'k,
tv tvl
J
J
fJ fk
fJ fk
'k
'k fk 'k(y --- fk(y), --- , y
d J = L fJ(A n E;) ~ ; ) n R(E;))
, fk
fJ fJ
, fk(y)g~(y
Definition 2.6. We will say that R is a measure preserving transformation from
I;x into I;y, if /-dE) = v(R(E)), for every E E I;x.
We observe that if R is a measure preserving transformation, condition (a)
in Theorem 2.5 is true, and hence R satisfies the so called Hardy-Littlewood
inequality (5).
Proposition 2.7. Let us suppose that R is a monotone transformation. Then, the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) R is a measure preserving transformation.
(b) If s(x) = L~=I a;XE
j
(x). with al > a2 > ... > aN > 0, E, n E; = 0, i -=I- j and
p > 0, then
! s(x)PdM(X)= !(Sk)P(Y)dV(Y).
x y
Proof. IfR is a monotone measure preserving transformation, and En F = 0, with
M(E) < CXJ, then
v(R(E U F) \ R(E)) = v(R(E U F)) - v(R(E))
= M(E U F) - M(E) = M(F).
Thus, (b) follows by Remark 2.1, since
N
(sk )p(Y) = I.>~XRIFj I\RIFj_ll(Y)'
;=I
with F; = Uk=1 Ek, and Fo = 0. (a) follows from (b) by taking s = XA. D
3 LORENTZ SPACES AND SYMMETRIZATION
In this section we prove some properties of a new type of Lorentz spaces, defined
using the general transformations R. Let u be a weight on Y (i.e., u E Ltoc(Y' dv),
u ~ 0 and satisfies the following non-cancellation property: if M(A) > 0, then
JRIAI u(y) dv(y) > 0), and 0 < p < CXJ. We will say that a M-measurable function
on X belongs to the Lorentz space A~ (u), provided II f II AP I l' I' defined by
R
is finite. The case X =]Rll, Y =]R+, R(E) = (0. lEI), and u(y) = yp / q - I gives the
classical Lorentz space: A~ (u) = Lq·p (]Rll) (see [2] for new results concerning the
normability of these spaces).
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, .
)PdfJ- x)=
fJ-
fJ-( fJ-(E) fJ-(F).
fJ-( )
fJ--
( ) I~(6) IlfIIA~Il'I:= [Uk(y))PU(Y)dV(Y)
The question whether the functional defined in (6) is a norm was answered
by Lorentz in the euclidean case (see [14] for a proof and [9,15] for related
questions). Also, M.l Carro and 1 Soria ([8]) characterized the weights u such
that it becomes a quasi-norm, if X is no atomic. Later, in [7], the quasi-normability
was completed for all X. The analogous characterization was established in [4] for
the multidimensional rearrangement and in [10] for the case of homogeneous trees.
In this section we give partial answers to this question in the context of a general
transformation R, satisfying the Fatou property, between cr-finite measure spaces
X and Y (from now on, we will always assume these two conditions).
We adopt the notation V(E) = j~ u(y)dv(y), for every measurable set E c Y
and every weight u in Y. Then, the functional (6) has the following description:
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < p < CXJ. Then, for all f E A~ (u), we have
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2(c) we have:
Then, by (1) and Fubini's Theorem,
II filA,",,,, ~ (1 (1XR'W.,.,'Y}dJ.) ely} d"')'}) If,
Y 0
~ (1 (1"(,-IXR"fI ."Iy) d() ""y} "VIY}) If,
Y 0
~ (l"('-l( 1 eIY}dVIY})"(t' D
o RIIII >1;1
Our first result gives a characterization of the quasi-normability of the functional
defined in (6).
Theorem 3.2. The functional II . IIA~ Il'l is a quasi-norm (f and only (f there exists
a constant C > 0 such that
(8) V(R(A U B)) :( C(V(R(A)) + V(R(B))).
for all sets A. BE I;x.
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(
"0 )llP
(7) IlfIIA~Il'1 = fpV-lV(R(lfl > Je))dJe
o
( )
lip
IlfIIA~Il'1 = [(lfIP)'k(y)PU(y)dV(y)
( (
"0 ) )llPlfIIA~I"1 = [ [XRllfIP ».I(y) e u(y) v(y)
( (
"0 ) lip
= [ [p~P-l II/I >1;1(y) ~ u( ) dv(y)
(
"0 ( ) lip
= fp~p-l f u(y)dv(y) d~) . D
/
Proof. Assume first (8): by Lemma 3.1, if IIIIIAP Il'l = 0, then
R
V(R[III >A]J=O,
for all A>0, and by hypothesis M([III > A] J= 0, for all A; that is 1== O. Also by
Lemma 3.1, the hypothesis and the monotonicity in R, we have:
"0
111+g11Pp =!PV-1V(R(II+gl >AJ)dAARIl'1
o
"0
~! pV-1V(R( [III > A/2] U [Igl > A/2] J) dA
o
<; c (]PJ.P- 1V(R( III > J./2l) dJ.
o
+ 1 pJ.P-1V(R(lgl > J./21)dJ.)
o
~2c(1 pJ.P-1V(RIl/I > J.i) dJ.
o
+ 1 pJ.P-1V(R(lgl > J.i) dJ.)
o
=2C(IIIII~p Il'l + Ilgll~p 1[,)
R R
~ Cp(IIIIIA~Il'1 + IlgIIA~Il'JP.
Conversely, suppose that the functional is a quasi-norm and take A and B. Then,
V(R(A U BJ)l/P = IlxAUBIIA~Il'1 ~ C(llxAIIA~Il'1 + IlxB IIA~Il'J
= C(V(R(Ad/p + V(R(Bd/p) ~ C(V(R(A))
+ V(R(B)))l/P. D
Concerning the normability of A~ (u J, we can establish the following partial
results:
Theorem 3.3. Let 1 ~ p < CXJ, and u he a weight on Y. If II . IIA~ Il'1 is a norm then,
for all A, B E I;x,
(9) V(R(AU BJ) + V(R(An BJ) ~ V(R(AJ) + V(R(BJ).
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Proof. If II· IIAP Il'l is a norm, take A, B c X, I) > 0 and define the functions
7<
f(x) = (1 + I))XACr) + XIAUBI\ACr)
and
g(x) = (1 + I))XACr) + XIAUBI\BCr).
Then,
f~ (y) = (1 + I))XRIAI(Y) + XRIAUBI\RIAI(Y)'
g~ (y) = (1 + I))XRIBI(Y) + XRIAUBI\RIBI(Y)'
(j + g)'k (y) = (2 + 21) )XRIAnBI(Y) + (2 + I))XRIAUBI\RIAnBI(Y)'
The triangle inequality and the fact that 1/ p ~ 1 imply
Ilf+glIAP =((2+21))PV(R(AnB))
7<1['1
+ (2 + I))PV(R(A U B) \ R(A n B))//P
~ IlfllAP + IlgllAP
7<1['1 7<1['1
= ((1 + I) )PV(R(A)) + V(R(A U B) \ R(A)))l/P
+ ((1 + I))PV(R(B)) + V(R(A U B) \ R(B)))l/P
~ 21- 1/ p ((1 + I))PV(R(A)) + V(R(A U B) \ R(A))
+ (1 + I))PV(R(B)) + V(R(A U B) \ R(B))//P.
Collecting terms, dividing both sides by 2P- 1((1 + I))p - 1) and letting I) ---+ 0,
we finally obtain
V(R(AU B)) + V(R(An B)) ~ V(R(A)) + V(R(B)). D
Condition (9), in the classical case, implies that V is a concave function, and we
will refer to it as the Concavity Condition. A sufficient condition in a general setting
to ensure that the functional II . IIA~ I l'1 defines a norm is the following Saturation
PlVperty:
Theorem 3.4. Let 1 ~ p < CXJ, and u he a weight on Y such that u coincides
with h'k for some h defined on X. Then, II . IIA~ I l'1 is a norm ((for all measurable
(unctions f in X, the equality
(10) sup f If(x)h(x)1drl(x)= f f~ (y)u(y)dv(y)
{Iz Izk=l') x y
holds.
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Proof. We apply Lemma 2.2(c) and the hypothesis:
( )
lip
III + gIIA~(l'1 = 1 U +g);{(y)u(y)dv(y)
y
( )
lip
= 1(II+gIP)~(Y)U(Y)dV(Y)
y
( ) l~= sup 1 II(x) + g(xJ!Ph(x)dfl(X){Iz Izk=l')
X
~ sup (/11(X)IPh(X)dfl(X))lIP
{Iz Izk=l')
X
( ) l~+ sup Ilg(X)IPh(X)dfl(X){Iz Izk=l')
X
( )
lip
= 1 UR)*p(y)u(y)dv(y)
y
( )
lip
+ 1 (gR)*p(y)u(y)dv(y)
y
= 1IIIIA~(l'1 + IlgIIA~(l'I' D
Remark 3.5. We observe that in order for II . IIA~(l'1 to be a norm is not enough
that the weight u be the rearrangement of some function h defined on X. The
conditions are, in general, more restrictive: see [10] in the case of trees or [4] in
the multidimensional setting. In the next section we will deal with these examples.
Even though normability can fail, completeness ofA~ (u) always holds:
Proposition 3.6. Assume that u is a weight on Y, such that the Lorentz space A :=
A~ (u) is continuously emhedded in the space Ltoc (X), and II . IIA is a quasi-norm.
If Un) is a Cauchy sequence in A then, there exists a measurable function I E A
such that limn--+"V III - InllA = o.
Proof. Since II . II is a quasi-norm and Un) is Cauchy, there exists a constant C > 0
such that IllnllA ~ C < (X), for alln EN.
Since X is CT-finite, let us write X = Uk>l Ak, with fl(Ak) < (X) and Ak an
~
increasing sequence of sets.
It is clear that In XAk is a Cauchy sequence in L 1(Ak) and hence the sequence
InXAk converges to a function gk in Ll(Ak), for each k. Let us define 1:= gk in
Ak, which is well-defined by the monotonicity of Ak. We have to prove that In ---+ I
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[
[
[UR)*P(Y)U(Y)dV(y)
[(gR)*P(Y)U(Y)dV(Y)
U
U
in A. By standard arguments, we can find a subsequence f lk ---+ f a.e. x EX. Then,
by Proposition 2.4(c) and Fatou's lemma, we have that f E A, and
fUk )p(y)u(y)dv(y) ~ f li~infUlk);{' u(y) dv(y)
y y
~ li~inffUlk );{' u(y) dv(y)
y
= liminf II f lk II~ ~ cP .
k
Using Fatou's lemma again and the fact that (A)k is a Cauchy sequence, we
finally get
as 11. k ---+ av. D
Definition 3.7. A weight u defined on the space Y is called R-admissible if for
every A E I;x and all 0 < s < JRIAI u(y)dv(y), there exists R(B) C R(A). such
that JRIBI u(y) dv(y) = s.
Now, we can show the following necessary condition on p for which the
functional II . IIAP Il'1 defines a norm:
R
Theorem 3.8. Let u he an R-adlllissihle weight and 0 < p < av. If A~ (u) is a
Banach space, then p ~ 1.
Proof. Since A~(u) is a Banach space, there exists II· II, a norm on A~(u), such
that IlfllAP Il'l ~ Ilfll· Hence,
R
for all N E No Suppose 0 < p < 1. Due to the hypothesis assumed on u, we can take
a decreasing sequence of subsets
such that JRIAkl u(y)dv(y)= 2-kP . If A = 2kXAk' then IIAIIA~Il'1 = 1. But for a
fixed N, we have
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11 I
I
11 C •
III - h,IIA ~ C(III - 11k IIA + Illlk - h,IIA) ---+ O.
I I
IIII I I 11111·
IlEAL"" "CEII!,II ,,(~E1If,1I,,",,,,
Ak+l C Ak ... eX.
'I I
~ Iltlkll ~ c < av.
k=l A~II'I
On the other hand, since by Remark 2.1 (Lf=l 2kXAk)'k = Lf=l 2k XRI Ak I and
R(Ak+l ) C R(Ak) c ... C Y, we have (taking R(AN +l ) = 0),
1 II N II- LA
N k=l A~Il'1
))
lip
u(y)dv(y)
= ~ IIt 2k XAk II
k=l A~Il'1
~ ~ ([ (f;tXR,,,,)'(Yl"(YldV(Ylt'
= ~ (I(t(t2J )PXRIAkl\RIAk+ll(Y))U(Y)dV(Y)) lip
y k=l J=l
= ~(t(t2J )P( 1u(y)dv(y) - 1
k=l J=l R1Ak i R1Ak+l l
~ ~ (~(l _,-k l'r~ ~ (~,- pt'
Nllp
= C-- ---+ 00 as N ---+ 00N .
which is a contradiction. Hence p ~ 1. D
Remark 3.9. We observe that in Theorem 3.8 the hypothesis assumed on Y is not
compatible with the fact that Y is a completely atomic measure space. In the case
0< p < 1, if Y is completely atomic, we observe that the functional II . IIA~Il'1
is a norm if and only if supp u is contained in some atom R(A) such that, for
every measurable set R(B) in Y, R(A) c R(B). Observe that this is the case of the
discrete setting (see [10] for a proof in the context of homogeneous trees).
The classical Lorentz spaces are generalizations of the Lebesgue spaces, since
A~ (1) = LP (X). The next proposition shows that for a general transformation R,
the corresponding Lorentz space also satisfies this property provided that R is a
measure preserving transformation.
Proposition 3.10. Let 0 < p < 00. Then, R is a measure preserving transformation
(f and only (f A~ (1) = LP (X), with equality of norms.
Proof. If R is a measure preserving transformation, by Fubini's theorem and
Lemma 2.2, we have:
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~II~AII PRIl'1
/
1 II N II"k= N L 2 XAk
1 (f( N )P )l/P
= N y E2kXRIAki (y)u(y)dv(y)
l(f(N(k )P ) )l/PN ~ L2J ll y) u y v y
~ ~ 2'n f ,,)vl ,,)vl- f
l
(
N )l/P (N )l/PE(1-rk )p Erp
/
c- .
N
C'(j
IlfllfplXI = f If(xJ!Pdrl(x)= f f
x 0 {I/IP >t}
C'(j
drl(x)dt= f f
o RII/IP >11
dv(y)dt
"0
= f fXRllfIP >1I(y) dtdv(y) = f(lfIP)'k(y)dv(y)
Y 0 Y
= f(Ifl'k)p(y)dv(y)= Ilfll~~lll'
Y
The converse follows by taking f = XA. D
In the general context of a monotone transformation R between measure spaces,
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 give two conditions (one necessary and the other sufficient) to
ensure that the functional given by (6) defines a norm. Both conditions are known as
the concavity condition and the saturation property, respectively, and are equivalent
in the classical setting. Moreover, they are also equivalent to the fact that the weight
u must be decreasing (see [14]).
In the case of the two-dimensional rearrangement it has been proved that (6) is a
norm if and only if the concavity condition holds and the weight u defined on 1R~
is a decreasing function that only depends on one variable (see [4, Theorem 3.7]).
On the other hand, in the case of rearrangement defined on homogeneous trees it
has been shown (see [10, Theorem 4.9]) that the saturation property holds for linear
decreasing weights (see [11] for the definition) and both conditions are equivalent
to the fact that (6) defines a norm.
We can briefly resume these conditions in the following list:
(Norm): (6) defines a norm. (CC): Concavity Condition (9).
(SP): Saturation Property (10). (MP): Monotonicity properties on the weight.
Then, in the classical setting:
(Norm) {:::::::} (CC) {:::::::} (SP) {:::::::} (MP).
in the multidimensional setting:
(Norm) {:::::::} (CC) {:::::::} (MPH= (SP).
and in the case of trees:
(Norm) {:::::::} (SP) {:::::::} (MP) =}(CC).
We will now complete the missing results in the above list, and extend the
equivalences to two more rearrangements (spherical and Steiner's symmetrization).
In the case of the multidimensional rearrangement, to simplify the notation, we
will restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case. We can establish the following
saturation property which completes the characterization of normability of Lorentz
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spaces in this context (see [3,4]). Also, it is proved in [4] that given a function
f(x. y) defined on lR2 , its two dimensional rearrangement, h*(s. t), s. t > 0, can
be understood as an iterative procedure with respect to the usual rearrangement in
each variable. More precisely, f 2*(s. t) = (j\~( .. t))~(s). That is, first we rearrange
with respect to y and after with respect to x. In this case (MP) is given by the fact
that the weight u(s. t) = u(t), where u is a decreasing function.
Proposition 3.11. For any measurablefwlction inlR2,
sup f f(x. y)h(x. y)dxdy = f h*(s. t)u(t)dsdt.
h~=l'
- JR;2 JR;t
where u(t) is a decreasingfwlction with respect to the variable t E lR+.
Proof. Applying Hardy-Littlewood inequality with respect the one dimensional
decreasing rearrangement we have that,
f f(x. y)h(x. y)dydx = f fft(y)h(x. y)dydx
JR;2 JR; JR;
"0
~ f ff\~(x. t)h;Cr. t) dt dx
JR; 0
"0 "0
~ f f(j\~( .. t))~(s)(h;(.. t))~(s)dt ds
o 0
"0 "0
= f fh*(s.t)u(t)dtds.
o 0
To prove the converse, we use that for 1I a decreasing function (see [5]),
"0
(11) s~pf If(x)llI(CT(X))dx = f f*(t)lI(t)dt.
JR;1l 0
where the supremum is taken over all measure preserving transformations CT :
lR" ----+ lR+.
Let us show that
"0 "0
(12) f f(J\~(" t)):(s)u(t)dtds ~ s~pf f(x. y)U(CTx(y)) dydx.
o 0 JR;2
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llt llt llt
llt
llt"
llt2
For a given 8 > 0 and x E JR, using (11), there exists CTx : JR -----+ JR+ such that
1~ 8 1f\~(x, t)u(t)dt ~1f(x, y)U(CTx(y)) dy.
lR: lR:
We integrate over x E JR and obtain
_1_ 1(/"0 f\~(x, t)u(t)dt) dx = _1_ 1"0/"0(J\~(·,t))* (s)u(t)dt ds
1+8' 1+8' x
lR: 0 0 0
~ s~p1f(x, y)U(CTx(y))dydx,
lR:2
which gives us (12). D
In the case of a tree, we can complete the set of equivalences by showing that
also the concavity condition for a function u, defined on the tree, implies that u is a
linear decreasing weight, which is (MP) (see [10,11]):
Definition 3.12. For two given disjoint sets A and B in the boundary aT of a
homogeneous tree T, we write A ~ B, if a ~ fJ for all a E A and all fJ E B. Then,
given two vertices x and y in T, we define
x:::]y
if and only if
x~y or I(x)~I(y),
where I (x) is the set of all geodesics passing through x. We say that the function f
is linearly decreasing if f (x) ~ f (y) whenever x :::] y.
Proposition 3.13. Let u he a weight in T. If u satisfies the concavity condition
(CC), then u is linear()' decreasing
Proof. Let us consider two vertices x <l y. It is enough to consider the case I (x) ~
I(y).
Set A = [0, x] and B = [1, y] U [1, x]. If we denote by x-I the vertex in the
geodesic [0, x] with distance to x equal to 1 then, A = A*, B* = [0, y - 1] U [1, x],
AU B = (A U B)* = [0, y] U [1, x] and (A n B)* = [0, x-I].
Applying (CC) for these sets we easily obtain that u(y) ~ u(x); that is, u is
linearly decreasing. D
We will now consider two more well-known rearrangements. Let A be a mea-
surable set in JRIl, 11 ~ 2. The spherical symmetrization of a set A is R(A) = A* =
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(t) , )) .
(t) ) ) (t)
, )) x,
:::]y
Y
] ]
]
] ] -I
);
B(O, (CT,;-lIAI)l/Il), where CTIl is the volume of the n-dimensional ball (see [1] for
further information). To define Steiner symmetrization (see [6,13]) of order k ~ 1,
we write points in x E IR" as pairs x = (i, y) with i E IR/-k and y E IRk. The Steiner
symmetrization of order k of A is R(A) = Sk(A), the set whose k-dimensional
cross sections parallel to the hyperplane i = 0 are balls with measure equal to
the corresponding cross sections of A. This symmetrization method shows up in
applications to PDE's, like the isoperimetric inequality (see [12,13]).
For f : IR" -----+ IR a measurable function, we define the spherical symmetrization
ftp and the Steiner symmetrization (Ski)* of f, using (1):
"0
(13) ftp(x)= fX{f>,}' (x)ds,
o
"0
(14) (Skj)*(X) = fXSkl{f >,jl(x)ds.
o
First, we observe that, by an easy change ofvariables in (13), we obtain that if 1*
denotes the classical decreasing rearrangement of f,
In particular, the spherical rearrangement ftp' of a measurable function f in IR" , is
a radial decreasing function.
By a change of variables into spherical coordinates in IRk, we can write the last
k-coordinates of x E IR/, (Xll-k+1, ... , x ll ) as pf}k-l, with P > 0 and f}k-l E I;k-l
(the unit sphere in IRk). Thus, using (15), we have that
where (f,,)* is the classical decreasing rearrangement of the function defined on IRk
as follows: Jt(.):= f(i,·), with respect to the coordinates (XIl-k+l, ... , x ll ) E IRk.
Taking into account these considerations, given a weight u defined on IR/, we
can establish the following formula for the functional defining the Lorentz spaces
A~k (u), with respect to the rearrangement given by the Steiner symmetrization of
order k.
Proposition 3.14. Let 0 < p < CXJ. Given a weight u defined on IR/, there exists
another weight li onIR/-k x IR+ such that, for allllleasurahleflll/ctions f onIR/,
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i)*
(X)=!
j)* ) !
(15) ftp(x)=f*(CT/lxl/), xEIR/.
,
l-k+ } -l, -l -l
* * k(16) (Ski) (x) = U,,) (CTkP ),
U
t(.):= l l, .
v
"0
Ilfll
A
P
P I 1= -k
1 ! !U,,)*P(S)V(i, s)dsdi.
Sk l' 'CTk
llt/-k 0
Proof. This is just a consequence of (16) after a change into spherical coordinates
pf}k-l,with P > 0 and f}k-l E I;k-l. Then calling S = Okpk, the weight iJ associated
to u is given by
(17) iJ(i.s):= f u(i.(S/Ok)l/kf}k_l)df}k_l. (i.s) ElR/-k xlR+. D
bk-l
Remark 3.15. We remark that in the case of Steiner symmetrization of order k = 1
(the corresponding to one dimensional cross sections), the associated weight to u is
just iJ(i. y) = u(i. y) + u(i. -y), (i. y) E lR/-1 x lR+.
Looking at the formula (11 ), by means ofa change into spherical coordinates and
the use of (15), we can deduce that, if 1I is a decreasing function in lR+, then the
following saturation formula for the spherical rearrangement hold:
(18) s~pf If(x)llI(CT(X)) dx = f ftp(X)lI(CT/ lxl/)dx.
llt" llt"
where the supremum is taken over all measure preserving transformations CT :
lR" -----+ lR+ .
All these facts lead us to establish the following characterization of the norma-
bility of Lorentz spaces with respect the spherical rearrangement with essentially
the same proof as in the classical case (see [14]).
Theorem 3.16. Let u he a weight in lR" and p ~ 1. The following facts are
equivalent:
(a) Theflll/ctionalil' IIA~p(l'1 is a norm.
(b) Forevel)'A.BElR/, V((AUB)*)+V((AnB)*)~V(A*)+V(B*).
(c) The weight iJ(s) := j~ U((S/CTIl )1/llf}ll_1)df}ll_1, S E lR+. is a decreasing1/-1
function.
(d) For allmeasurahleflll/ctions f inlR/, the equality
h~U~uf If(x)h(x)1 dx = f ftp(X)iJ(CT/lxl/)dx
Sp llt" llt"
holds.
Proof. Theorem 3.3 gives us that (a) implies (b).
Assume that (b) holds, and consider 0 < s < a ~ b and the following sets in lR" ,
Then,
A = B(O. a). B = B(O. b) \ B(O. S).
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A = A*, B* = B(O, (b" _ S" )1/1l),
(A U B)* = B(O, b), (A n B)* = B(O, (a" - S" )1/1l).
Condition (b) implies that
V(B(O, b)) - V(B(O, (b" _ S" )1/1l))
~ V(B(O, a)) - V(B(O, (a" - S" )1/1l )).
After a change into spherical coordinates (p, 81l -1) E lR+ X I;1l-1 and calling s =
CJIl p" , we obtain that the above condition can be written as
(Jll bllf v(s)ds ~ (fll
all
f v(s)ds.
Dividing both sides by CJ"S" and letting s ---+ 0, we obtain V(CJIl b" ) ~ V(CJIl a" ); that
is, v is a decreasing function of s.
That condition (c) implies (d) is equality (18). Finally, we observe that Theo-
rem 3.4 proves that condition (d) implies (a). D
Similarly, in order to study when the functional II . IIAp. (l' I is a norm, we observe
~k
that, due to Proposition 3.14, the condition is reduced to the fact that the associated
weight vCt, s), defined in (17), must be a decreasing function in s, and, also with
essentially the same proof, we can establish the following characterization.
Theorem 3.17. Let u he a weight inlR/, p ~ 1 and k ~ 1 an integel: Thefollowing
facts are equivalent:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Thefllllctionalll·IIAp. (l'1 is a norlll.
~k
ForevelT A, Be lR/, V(Sk(AU B)) + V(Sk(An B)) ~ V(Sk(A)) + V(Sk(B)).
The weight vCt, s) defined in (17) is a decreasingfllliction in the variahle s.
For all IIIeasurahleflllictions f inlR/, the equality
holds.
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